We review here recent developments in the anthropology of money and finance, listing its achievements, shortcomings and prospects, while referring back to the discipline's founders a century ago. We take our departure from the work of Marcel Mauss and Karl Polanyi, both of whom combined openness to ethnographic research with a vision of world history as a whole.
Introduction
There is much talk today of a financial and economic crisis comparable to the 1930s. With the threat of a currency war and the euro's collapse looming, the specter of the Great Depression's bloody aftermath has returned with a vengeance. Several versions of how to make human beings and build society co-existed during the Cold War, when much of the world won independence from colonial empire. Yet, discussion of humanity's growing interdependence is today limited to a one-world capitalism driven by finance. What have 3 anthropologists to say about that? It would seem very little. But a positive case can be made for the discipline's contribution to public debate. We make such a case here.
We review recent developments in the anthropology of money and finance, listing its achievements, shortcomings and prospects, while referring back to the discipline's founders a century ago. Economic anthropologists have tended to restrict themselves to niche fields and marginal debates since the 1960s. We hope to reverse this trend by focusing on money's role in shaping global society and bringing world history into a more active dialogue with ethnography.
Money and finance have been prominent in anthropology since its formation as a modern discipline. Rather than emphasize what money does, as the economists do --a medium of exchange, reserve fund or means of accounting -anthropologists can approach it as an integral part of the hierarchies and networks of exchange through which it circulates. Its multiple meanings in turn keep society together and reinforce the roles played by each member. Money's capacity to transcend group boundaries drives the extension of society to more inclusive levels and transforms identities in the process. It is a commonplace for our discipline to show that money's meanings and relations cannot be confined a single theory.
Fieldwork-based ethnography -a commitment to joining the people where they live in order to discover what they do and think -was the principal achievement of twentieth-century anthropology; but it is insufficient for studying money (Hart 1986 ). The ethnographic revolution eventually removed world history from twentieth-century anthropologists'
repertoire. This is hardly conducive to the task of investigating money's global role in our historical moment. Progress in economic anthropology depends on combining ethnography and world history within a critical perspective (Hann & Hart 2011) .
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So our trademark research method reaches a limit when we try to understand money's global circulation today. It would help too if anthropologists were aware of developments in relevant outside disciplines and of contemporary currents of world history that shape how we think.
When it comes to money, this means having some knowledge of the history of monetary economics and a perspective on global finance. If the new ethnography of finance is to throw more than superficial light on society, we must transcend the categories that shape media discussion of the -crisis‖ and try to understand our shared human predicament as a moment in the history of money.
We need new methods if we wish to account for how money underpins social identities and relations of conflict, hierarchy and interdependence in the world we are making today. This review proposes some of the tools we need, drawing first on some classical authors who combined openness to ethnographic discovery with a global vision of economic history in their times and then on contemporary anthropological research.
In Part 1, we consider the main social theories of money a century ago, when it was seen to shape the constitution of nation states, capitalist bureaucracy and colonial empire. Marx, Simmel and Weber aspired to develop a general theory of money, whereas Mauss and Polanyi emphasized money's multiple meanings. This allowed them not only to account for a variety of monetary arrangements, but also to avoid thinking of history in teleological terms and to embrace money's plasticity as a tool for social transformation.
In Part 2, we assess anthropologists' achievements since the 1980s. Not only has money come to be seen in a more constructive light, but its variability has been widely acknowledged. With one or two notable exceptions, however, anthropologists have found it hard to link their detailed ethnographic accounts to world history in the longer run. Some still restrict their analyses to observable situations, whether these be personal interactions or 5 organizational spaces, like offices and street markets. Even when anthropologists highlight the political relevance of their findings, they do not directly study global flows of money and the historical situation surrounding them. A few address the larger picture, but they tend to do so from on high without ever touching the ground, which only repeats the model of writing grand theories whose limitations have been well-exposed before.
In our concluding section, we identify some moves that might help anthropology to illuminate money's role in constituting world society today. Nostrums inherited from the Cold War era, such as neo-liberalism, Marxism or post-colonial theory, will not do the job. If anthropologists were to recognize money's potential to transform both world society and every one of us, we could not only think about the past and present, but also contemplate the future. We will not get far as isolated individuals or by denying the need for interdisciplinary collaboration. But harnessing the example of inspiring ancestors to contemporary conditions of possibility offers a good place to start.
Money and finance: anthropology's classical legacy
Sociology and anthropology emerged as part of a drive to understand and explain how industrialization was changing the West's place in world history. Of all the important works produced during that time, we highlight Marcel Mauss's contribution as being especially relevant since he showed how money was fundamental to how we form distinct aspects of our social identities, without trying to fit them into a unitary theory of money. He mobilized world history to highlight power relations in the industrial societies of his time, while showing how monetary relations extended societies beyond their pretensions to selfsufficiency and were a conspicuous means of their transformation. Mauss stands out in this respect when contrasted with Karl Marx, Max Weber, and Georg Simmel. It links him to Karl Polanyi who also studied monetary relations throughout world history in order to highlight 6 the political plight of his times -the terrible decades of war and depression from 1914 to 1945. Polanyi traced these conflicts to the Victorians' utopian experiment in free markets, but also to the unequal distribution of wealth and how it might be redressed, a thrust that we hope to build on in charting a progressive path for contemporary anthropology.
Mauss: money and credit as the basis of human identity and for an expanded society
In his famous essay on The Gift, Marcel Mauss (1990 Mauss ( [1925 ) showed how the concepts of freedom, justice and the person can only be understood within the specific monetary arrangements that give us our various social identities. Émile Durkheim (1960 Durkheim ( [1893 ) had demonstrated how a British emphasis on making private contracts in markets obscured the social glue of -the non-contractual element in the contract‖ that made the economy possiblea combination of law, state, custom, morals and shared history that the sociologist must try to make more visible. Thus, monetary valuation is never just technical, but also moral, religious and political, signaling the symbolic position of each person in society according to various orders of reckoning.
The concept of persona evolved over time (Mauss 1985 (Mauss [1938 ) and with it so did the concept of society: both its inner rules and external boundaries were reshaped by monetary relations. Malinowski (1921) was adamant that the Trobriand kula valuables were not money in that they did not function as a medium of exchange and standard of value. But, in a long footnote, Mauss held out for a broader conception:
On this reasoning … there has only been money when precious things … have been really made into currency -namely have been inscribed and impersonalized, and detached from any relationship with any legal entity, whether collective or individual, 7 other than the state that mints them … One only defines in this way a second type of money -our own (Mauss 1990:127n) .
He suggested that primitive valuables are like money in that they -have purchasing power and this power has a figure set on it‖ (ibid.). He also took Malinowski to task for reproducing the bourgeois contrast between commercial self-interest and the free gift, a dichotomy that many anthropologists have subsequently attributed to Mauss himself.
One of Mauss's key modifications to Durkheim's legacy was to conceive of society as a historical project of humanity whose limits were extended to become ever more inclusive.
Society could not be taken for granted as a pre-existent form. It must be made and remade, sometimes from scratch. Gift-exchange pushes the limits of society outwards. -The whole intertribal kula is merely the extreme case … of a more general system. This takes the tribe itself in its entirety out of the narrow sphere of its physical boundaries and even of its interests and rights.‖ (Mauss 1990: 36) . Mauss (1990) was enthusiastic about the publication of Argonauts of the Western Pacific, but he held that money and markets were human universals, whereas Malinowski (1921 Malinowski ( , 1922 went out of his way to oppose the kula ring to both. The impersonal economic forms found in capitalist societies were recent inventions, according to Mauss. They shared the world with many other ways to use money, even in Europe and North America, and were bound to be transformed in the future. For him, the socialist movement from below and the development of social protection in Europe were processes in this direction (1990).
Mauss's financial journalism, particularly concerning the exchange rate crisis of 1922-24, accounts for a fifth of his published political writings (Mauss 1997; Hart 2014 ), but he generally maintained a firewall between politics and his academic work (Fournier 2006, Hart 8 2007). He broke this rule only once, in the concluding chapter to The Gift. An example of how far he was prepared to go politically may be found in an unpublished paper, -A means of overhauling society: the manipulation of currencies‖ (Fournier 2006: 212 and 390 n.105), where he claims, with a strong echo of Keynes, that the great economic revolutions are -monetary in nature‖ and the manipulation of currencies and credit could be a -method of social revolution …without pain or suffering‖:
It suffices to create new monetary methods within the firmest, the narrowest bounds of prudence. It will then suffice to manage them with the most cautious rules of economics to make them bear fruit among the new entitled beneficiaries. And that is revolution. In this way the common people of different nations would be allowed to know how they can have control over themselves -without the use of words, formulas or myths. (Mauss, in Fournier, ibid.) Mauss argued for a pragmatic understanding of the human economy that would be of use to people in their daily lives. Nearly a century later, we draw inspiration from him for a similar argument (Hart & Maurer 2009; Hart, Laville & Cattani 2010 ).
Marx, Weber and Simmel: grand narratives of capitalist globalization
In spite of his insights into world history and his analytical interest in the institutions governing money at the time, Mauss did not explore them in a systematic way, unlike many of his predecessors and contemporaries. Among these, Karl Marx, Max Weber and Georg Simmel stand out. Marx (1977 Marx ( [1869 ) was the first economist to recognize the centrality of machine production for the modern economy. He believed that what matters in our societies are people, machines and money in that order; but money controlled the machines and through them most workers.
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His early slogan, "workers of the world unite" (Marx & Engels 1987 [1848 ), was intended to reverse that situation. In contrast to many on the left (and his Stalinist successors) who proposed a world without markets and money, Marx (1973 Marx ( [1858 ) put money at the center of any complex society, both actual and potential (Nishibe 2005 ). An apparently neutral instrument of exchange among equals in liberal theory, money acted also as a -fetish‖, both hiding and articulating hierarchical relations between the owners of the means of production and those whom they exploited (Marx 1977) . He incorporated this insight into a historical synthesis of the relations and forces of production which would soon subject the whole world to capitalist expansion. Unlike Mauss, Marx did not expect to learn from other monetary arrangements, but rather expected the movement of resistance to capitalism's homogenizing logic that he and Engels built to become the horizon of all humanity.
In his Philosophy of Money (1978 Money ( [1900 ), Simmel attempted to make sense of the unequal monetary relations of his time within a neo-Kantian project aiming at a society of equal and independent individuals. Money allowed for individual expression of desires and thus for the social constitution of an autonomous subject. But, because it only worked as a measure of value because people could count on others to accept it, money transcended the individual.
Simmel identified money's twin anchors as its physical substance (coins, paper) and the community of its users which is an invisible third party to all transactions. He predicted that money's physical substance would wither away, thereby revealing its social character; indeed it is a symbol of our human capacity to make universal society. As capitalism and colonialism expanded, money would dialectically unite the world through common standards of measure, provoking general recognition that all participating subjects are intrinsically equal and thereby giving rise to a more just distribution of money than that proposed by capitalism.
Simmel, in Hegelian fashion, understood the present as a moment in history that would be surpassed by its own teleology.
Max Weber did not engage with world history as teleology, but his analytical categories closely reproduced the moral vision of neo-Kantianism. As we all know, for him the origins of modern capitalism lay in a religious revolution, the Reformation, whose cultural premises had an affinity with business enterprises' need for rational calculation (Weber 2003 (Weber [1904 (Weber -1905 ). He was also aware of the intimate links between bureaucracy, states and capitalist firms (Weber 2013 (Weber [1922 ). Yet, whether discussing Chinese peasants or Protestant entrepreneurs, the personality structure of his ideal types does not change over time or between places. A subject always exercises free will in relation to different values through action of three types -habitual, affective and rational -that set the limits to what Weber's (1978 Weber's ( [1920 ) sociology can account for. Money does not occupy a distinctive position within this framework, being generally a means of exchange which depends on trust between the participants. Thus, Weber's historical analysis of capitalism does not support a vision of an alternative future for humanity, but rather envisages the tragic repetition of the general types of human action.
Karl Polanyi and the politics of distribution
In The Great Transformation, Polanyi argued that -Actual money is merely a token of purchasing power which, as a rule, is not produced at all, but comes into being through the mechanism of banking or state finance‖ (2001 [1944] : 72). Money thus did not serve a specific function, but was on the contrary a product of the social relations it articulated.
Consistent with this approach, Polanyi inverts the liberal myth of money's origin in barter:
-Long-distance trade often engenders markets, an institution which involves acts of barter, and, if money is used, of buying and selling‖ (2001: 58). Money and markets thus extend society beyond its local core. This usually entails changes in society, especially distribution (who gets what), for which money is central.
Polanyi distinguished between -token‖ and -commodity‖ forms of money. Token money was designed to facilitate domestic trade, commodity money foreign trade. Money was thus …not a commodity, it was purchasing power; far from having utility itself, it was merely a counter embodying a quantified claim to things that could be purchased.
Clearly, a society in which distribution depended on possession of such tokens of purchasing power was a construction entirely different from market economy (2001: 196). Polanyi (2001) held that the utopian attempt to organize all social life as individualized and impersonal market relations, for which Britain from the late eighteenth century was the paradigmatic case, was the main cause of the inequality and broken social ties that led to the Second World War when he wrote his book. As society expanded through monetary relations, the tension between community and anonymity in economic transactions became intolerable. Markets had once been kept at arm's length from society, but they were now intrinsic to its internal functioning. The move to a welfare state was part of this history. But it implied new forms of sociality where the boundaries separating inside society from outside were increasingly called into question (Polanyi 2001 ).
Like Mauss, Polanyi explored money's constitutive role in framing the limits of sociality. He did not take money to be a set of eternal functions (Polanyi 1977 (Polanyi [1964 ), nor did it play the same role in establishing power relations and social hierarchies across time and place. His vision may be understood as a critique of market economy, compatible in some ways with the Marxists'. But he wanted to show how various monetary arrangements correspond to different social configurations and that the current alliance between a powerful finance industry and nation-states must be seen in this light, especially if we wish to transform it.
Rather than start, as economic liberals do, with a definition of money's functions and an ontology of the agents who use it, Mauss and Polanyi show how monetary relations are fundamental to the definition of self and society in specific settings,. These relations are potentially subversive, in that they challenge social rules and hierarchies, even the boundaries of society itself. The perspective on economy that prevails today represents our interdependent world's contradictions as being largely a conflict over credit and currency; but Mauss and Polanyi point to how anthropologists might help shape humanity's common future. In the major methodological debates of the 1960s and 70s, however, with Polanyi's (1957) active encouragement, anthropologists acquiesced in an academic division of labor that limited us to parochial debates and exotic objects of study (Hann & Hart 2011) . Although the anthropology of money and finance has been resurgent since the 1980s, we are still struggling with this limitation.
Contemporary research in the anthropology of money and finance
Recent anthropological research in this area has partly followed the paths set by the classics.
Some anthropologists still try to link local situations to global history through a grand narrative that would encompass all humanity. The idea that -Western‖ money has unified and colonized the world has, however, been undermined by a flood of demonstrations that money is more multiple and labile than either its supporters or critics suppose. At the same time, the finance industry itself has become a focus of anthropological attention, even though ethnographic findings are still only weakly linked to the global politics of financial flows.
New approaches, avoiding grand narratives but integrating global processes and regional research (e.g. Guyer 2004 ), point to how the anthropology of money might begin to redress this situation. is not so remarkable after all. Money is the ocean we all swim in. Whenever did fish make an object of their world? It is not our aim in this review of contemporary research on money to provide definitive answers to these questions; but we should at least indicate where we start from.
It would seem that few anthropologists today (Hart 2005a; Graeber 2011) Monetary policy in the last half century has swung violently between these two extremes.
According to Keith Hart (1986) , coins are two-sided for the good reason that political authority and market exchange are both indispensable to money. It is at once a credit token linking persons in society (heads) and a measure of commodities circulating in impersonal markets (tails). David Graeber (2001 Graeber ( , 2009 Graeber ( , 2011 , in a unique historical synthesis, links 14 money to debt. The invention of money 5,000 years ago allowed moral obligations to be given an impersonal measure. Its name was debt and violence was the midwife of its birth.
World history since then has seen money oscillate between two poles, virtual credit and currency, often coinage made from precious metals.
We have already seen that Mauss and Polanyi saw money as a means of extending the economic reach of local societies that generally aspired to self-sufficiency. In this sense money and the markets it sustains are human universals, although they take many forms different from those with which we are familiar. Polanyi (1977) noted that the modern money form, national monopoly currencies (-all-purpose money‖), was invented in the midnineteenth century; and we now know that it has been unravelling since the 1970s. Meanwhile, Viviana Zelizer (1994), a sociologist whose work has great affinity with ours, has shown that money is given multiple meanings in the United States that go well beyond the expectations of liberal and statist theories. Money is central to relations with high emotional content, such as giving a present to a child, settling a divorce dispute or buying a life insurance contract. Money only comes into existence through these social relations, in that it always make sense within specific social identities, as a means of articulating family ties (Zelizer 2005) or the context of life and death (Zelizer 1979 ). This snapshot of the field indicates the pluralism of contemporary anthropological approaches to money, especially our openness to dialectical and partial approaches. There remains, however, the question of the ocean itself and here we must overcome a legacy of top down world histories that tell just one story.
Grand narratives in current research on money and finance
As early as the 1950s, some anthropologists, notably Paul Bohannan (1955 Bohannan ( , 1959 , see also Polanyi 1957) , developed the idea that -Western‖ or -modern‖ money was imposing its disruptive rules and social hierarchies on -traditional‖ societies in the colonial context.
Bohannan's analysis has since been shown to be factually wrong, historically misleading and theoretically naïve: far from being a one-sided process, the integration of sterling or dollars into local economies created new uses for money that also reflected the internal workings of those societies (Parry & Bloch1989; Akin & Robbins 1999; L'Homme 2002 ). Yet these critiques accepted that -Western‖ money was indeed -modern‖ in ways that were usually left unstudied (Maurer 2005a (Maurer , 2006 (Maurer , 2012 Hart & Maurer 2009 ).
The conversion of the world economy from the Bretton Woods system of managed exchange rates to a -neoliberal‖ dispensation allowed finance to escape from national production and politics and to invade all areas of social life in a process known as -financialization‖ (Epstein 2005 ). This historical shift has supported another wave of grand narratives, often but not always drawing on Marxism (Gregory 1997 , Harvey 2005 ). Lee and LiPuma (2004) studied the rise of derivatives in foreign exchange markets. Their framework, however, led them to consider these new developments as simply another instance of financial capitalism's encroachment on the rest of the world (with its -fictitious‖ money). David Graeber's (2011) book on debt covers the whole world and many historical moments in a fashion that recalls Max Weber. He identifies three moral forms of economic relations -everyday communism (sharing), exchange (reciprocity) and hierarchy (inequality) -that are combined with varying emphasis throughout human history. But, like Marxist approaches and theories of the Great Divide, his universal history of money does not sit easily with recent research showing how the uses and meanings of money in everyday life are much more multiple and fluid than can be captured by any grand narrative, however encyclopedic its sources. Drawing on Weber more explicitly, Arjun Appadurai (2012) has also recently launched a project to reinvent social theory through studying the finance industry in terms of a new -spirit of calculation‖ (2012); but this too is likely to run up against similar limits in time.
The ethnography of finance and the politics of distribution
Many ethnographers, drawn from sociology, cultural studies and science studies as well as from anthropology, have shown how the workings of finance in different settings often have little to do with the neoliberal ideology that has justified its recent rise to global dominance.
Mitchel Abolafia (1996) revealed how the pits of the New York Stock Exchange were organized by local rules that sought an implicit balance between competition and collaboration among employees (also Baker 1986). Olivier Godechot (2008) likewise identified a -hold-up‖ strategy for traders to secure high salaries and bonuses by threatening to leave the company along with its proprietary trading software. The behavior of this financial labor aristocracy is hard to square with received theories of -exploitation‖. These studies challenge the idea that money and finance can be organized by a single set of rules, that they are -Western‖ in any meaningful sense and that they conform to the model of labor relations that underpins Capital.
If finance occupies a special place in the anthropology of money today, it is because the industry now plays a disproportionate role in allocating wealth around the world. This was made possible by regulatory changes in the 1970s and 80s and supported by neoliberal claims that independent investors meeting in efficient markets mediated by financial professionals would ensure a globally optimal distribution of resources (Abdelal 2007; Krippner 2011) .
The gap between these abstract premises of financial regulation and how they are implemented in practice has been pointed out by numerous researchers.
Financial professionals operate in a bureaucratic world, where they are expected to embody the figure of the investor by following stringent and often contradictory rules (Clark & Thrift 2005) . These routinely depart from the ideal of -freedom‖ of exchange that underpins the neoliberal model (Zaloom 2006; Preda 2009; Ortiz 2014) . The methods used for making valuations and investments rest on intellectual traditions for which the theological notion of infinity is central (Maurer 2002 been assimilated to this discourse (Ortiz 2012) . Discussions over how prices would be determined by the Euronext software, for example, hinged on whether it would indeed reproduce the true value expected by liberal theory (Muniesa 2000 (Muniesa , 2007 . Ellen Hertz's (1998) pioneering study showed that the Chinese middle classes embraced stock markets as a way for decentralized investors to check state control. Eventually, this led them to consider 18 themselves helpless in the face of -the market‖, allowing the state to retain much of its power.
Several anthropologists have shown that citizenship itself is shaped by the debates over monetary policy (Hart 1986) . Identification of citizenship with owning a home, while hiding the US economy's dependence on global credit supplies, underpinned the monetary policy that led to the subprime mortgage crisis there (Jorion 2007) . The ideology that currencies are state-made is contradicted by many studies of proliferating currencies produced by other bodies. These can include complementary currencies with transnational circulation or Islamic finance influenced by moral and/or religious narratives that oppose national identity or simply differ from it (Zelizer 1998 , Maurer 2005b , Hart 2006 .
Bringing world history back in
Although most ethnographers of finance start from the premise that they are studying global processes, their rich results are limited by usually being able only hint at this as a general horizon or perhaps to pinpoint some particular aspect. Grand narratives have the illusory benefit of allowing a situated observation to speak for a world conceived of as being unitary.
Analyzing money and finance through its multiple local practices does not permit such a step. After Nader's (1972) call to study up and Appadurai's (1986) injunction for us to approach global economic transactions through the meanings that people give to them, some anthropologists have sought to show how the plurality of practice might be unified without being reduced to a single narrative.
Keith Hart (2000 Hart ( , 2005b has explored how personal uses of money might be incorporated into an analysis that takes into account the role of transnational corporations, state control of 19 money and the rise of new digital media. Here any unifying perspective comes not from an objectifying narrative that would explain everything, but from a moral and political question: how might each person's experience of money in their daily life be related to massive global inequalities in the distribution of money? One immediate conclusion is that several processes take place at the same time, competing with and influencing each other. Nigel Dodd (2005 Dodd ( , 2014 agrees: only by approaching money as a labile social relation with rules that change can we address money's multiplicity at the global level, seeing it as a product of several histories that join and part, in an increasingly interconnected world.
Jane Guyer (2004) has demonstrated how this can be done in practice, thereby opening up new methodological horizons for the study of money. Based on long-term participant observation and archival research, she shows that Atlantic Africans developed a plural framework for commerce, where social rank, multiple scales of monetary valuation and circuits of exchange intersect and diverge. Her historical analysis takes in indigenous developments, reactions to imperialism and global economic ties after independence. Guyer contrasted this flexible regional culture with the reductive oversimplifications of economic historians and the parochialism of local ethnographers. But she has subsequently (Guyer 2010 (Guyer , 2012 extended her reach to include monetary practices in the contemporary United States and in British economic history. In the process she is discovering that the European sailors and traders who first encountered Atlantic Africa brought with them commercial practices that were closer to the indigenous model than to any that we have imputed to them after the fact. Guyer's outstanding achievement is that she has been able to describe and explain how new monetary relations are created without resorting to a single overarching narrative of what money is.
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The way forward for an anthropology of money and finance Finally, we propose a reflexive strategy for the anthropology of money and finance grounded in the pragmatic approach that we have outlined so far. Our own analytical categories, conceptual assumptions and normative propositions are part of the object that we study. This presents both a challenge and an opportunity.
The need to combine fieldwork methods with historical study of global processes
Ethnographic fieldwork generates knowledge of the regularities and changes of everyday life.
But when it comes to money and finance, whatever we study is part of exchange networks that go far beyond the limits of our observations. The whole point of markets is that their extent is unknowable and beyond effective local control. Not only do social interactions proliferate beyond our gaze, but so too do the concepts and narratives that people use to make sense of them. The first step in linking everyday practices to the global contexts that make them understandable is historical comparison. We illustrate this point with regard to the categories of economic and financial theory and to the alleged contrast between state-made money and citizenship in the West and the rest.
Much ethnography of finance focuses on cognitive aspects of the situations observed, as if knowledge production were the firms' principal objective. We learn how barriers to the communication of information challenge the regulators' assumptions concerning -efficient‖ markets and the optimal allocation of resources. But in these studies, we rarely discover where the money goes and in what quantities, yet these are businesses, not academic departments. An inability to examine the relationship between money and knowledge reflexively risks reproducing the finance industry's own vision of itself. The same is true of unreflecting use of categories such as -investors‖ and -markets‖ (Ortiz 2014) . In recent talk of the -crisis‖, it has passed largely unnoticed that, according to financial regulations, the term refers to the temporary failure of -markets‖ without ever questioning their long-term -efficiency‖. Moreover, the financial crisis looks very different when viewed from countries, like China and Brazil, where economic conditions improved recently or the Democratic Republic of Congo where conditions remain catastrophic without ever attracting the investment interest that fuelled real estate speculation in the United States (Jorion 2007 , Hart 2012 , Ortiz 2012 . Rather than repeat the categories of financial theory and regulation The Great Divide still beggars investigation of the state's role in the production of money.
Hegel's (1821) idea of the state bears little resemblance to the variety of forms that go by that name today. Yet the West, which supposedly invented money in the form of national monopoly currency, is routinely contrasted with the rest who must adopt the -modern‖ model by means of colonization or rationalization (Hart 2000 , Guyer 2004 ). Yet anthropologists have shown that state formation in Caribbean offshore islands requires them to adopt a form of sovereignty that leaves them open to global financial flows (Maurer 2004) , while the Chinese state seeks to control its citizens through regulating participation in financial markets (Hertz 1998) . By placing fieldwork observations within a framework of global comparison anthropologists can promote different views of the state and its relation to money.
Too often, anthropologists acknowledge the centrality of history, but leave it out of their descriptions and analyses. Thus, even when analyzing colonial relations, the contributors to (Parry & Bloch 1989) assumed the global context away in order to concentrate on their local objects of study. Global networks usually appear in ethnographies of finance, if at all, only as an implicit abstraction. Like media accounts of the financial crisis, most ethnographers 22 conflate local events with ‗the world' (Ortiz 2012) . Labelling everything ‗neoliberalism' is likewise a poor substitute for studying world economy. Mauss (1990) made a pointed contribution to debates about income distribution and inequality in France by highlighting how reciprocity traverses hierarchy in the Northwest Coast potlatch, the kula ring and ancient Teutonic law. He saw the bedrock of all human morality in his comparisons. But he also generated analytical categories broad and deep enough for us to say something different about present times.
States, corporations and regional associations
Money, first as precious metals and lately in paper and electronic forms, has been long guaranteed by what Weber (1978) called the state's -monopoly of the use of legitimate violence‖. But it only took the form of a national monopoly in the mid-nineteenth century, reaching its apogee after the Second World War, and has been decomposing since the end of the Bretton Woods agreements in 1971 (Galbraith 1975; Eichengreen 1996; Hart 2012) . ‗National capitalism' (Hart 2009 ) is the modern synthesis of the nation-state and industrial capitalism, the institutional attempt to manage money, markets and accumulation through central bureaucracy within a cultural community of national citizens. The nation-state has dominated thinking about society since the mid-nineteenth century, even though society has long been leaking across its boundaries, and money is its most powerful symbol. But the ‗non-contractual element in the contract' (Durkheim 1960) (Zelizer 1994) and, while retaining limited liability for debts, they benefit from the legal rights and moral personhood accorded individual citizens, despite their much greater wealth, power and longevity (Hart 2005b) . They are redrawing the concept of citizenship around the world. Anthropologists have been slow to grasp the dynamics of a world economy where these corporations seek to control all stages from research and development, through production, regulation, distribution and marketing to household consumption (Applbaum 2004) .
Finance, communications technologies and new forms of money
The progressive collapse of the gold standard in the twentieth century has been accompanied by the extension of mass communications: first radio, TV and cinema, lately the internet and cellular phones. This is fundamental to the finance industry and its crises, as well as to global 24 tensions over trade and currencies. New communication technologies have changed how billions relate to humanity at every level from the most intimate to the most inclusive. Allpurpose money (Polanyi 1977) Thanks to the communications revolution, foreign exchange markets now turn over $4 trillion a day, while the capitalization of markets for stocks and bonds far exceeds global output. The volume of information now circulating in real time through the Internet's cables and satellites was unthinkable less than a century ago. Along with the mass media, this has allowed the whole world to enter people's homes and to inform daily transactions everywhere. This technological revolution has not just reinforced centralized institutions like the banks and governments. It has allowed everyday life to be linked to the world economy through money (Hart 2000) . Since the millennium, we have seen an explosion of the social media (Web 2.0) and a shift towards the use of mobile phones for computing operations and increasingly for monetary transactions. The internet never had a built-in means of payment, but mobile phones do (Agar 2004; Horst & Miller 2006) . 
Money in the making of society at all levels
Where are the levers of democratic power to be located, now that globalization has exposed the limitations of national economic management? The current crisis challenges contemporary financial ideas, while its tangible distributive effects are felt and feared throughout the world. We are witnessing a power struggle of awesome consequences and economic anthropologists cannot afford to stand to one side. Rather than support our proposals with a single story, we start from the multiple ways that human beings have already inserted themselves into existing unequal society which should inform new developments in the human economy (Pleyers 2010, Hart, Laville and Cattani 2010) .
Anthropologists have gained immensely from exploring the capitalist heartlands, but we must still aspire to a wide range of geographical knowledge. An economic anthropology that limits itself to ethnographic studies of stockbrokers or traders will never grasp humanity's shared economic predicament. By studying monetary relations on different geographical scales, from intimate encounters to foreign exchange markets, anthropologists can help create new meanings and connections between our everyday life and the seven billion people with whom we share it.
Through the internet or phone network, we can span now the world and connect personally with people whom we will never meet. Humanity has at last found universal media for the expression of universal ideas. Money is essential to their dissemination. It is a constitutive part of our multiple-layered identities, from the most intimate relations to communities of exchange on a vast scale. Money allows us to express ourselves and indexes our place in 26 hierarchies, solidarities and enclosures. Our identities expand, fragment and recombine as we move from the most local transactions to national or regional currencies. Central banks, insurance companies, pension funds, global and local banks, savings clubs and other local credit schemes, all shape the possibilities for our personalities to develop. We learn about politics and our membership of larger groups by participation in monetary networks that exclude and entrap us even as they extend our horizons. As Mauss saw, the notion of society itself is reshaped by this multifarious expansion. If we hope for a more peaceful and integrated world society, money will certainly play an important role in its formation.
